PRE-REGISTRATION FORM
2019 World Conference against Atomic & Hydrogen Bombs
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, August 3-9, 2019

Date:________________________

(Please print.)

1. Family Name:_________________________ Given Name: ____________________________
   (  ) Male (  ) Female Nationality:_________________
   Date of Birth (day/month/year)_____________________

2. Representing Organization:________________________________________________________
   Country:________________________  Position:_____________________________________
   Contact postal address:___________________________________________________________
   Phone:_________________ Fax:_________________ E-mail:_____________________________

3. Request for staying arrangements (Please check and indicate the dates)
   (  ) Hotels (range from ¥8000 - ¥10000 per night: details to be fixed later)
     ___Hiroshima from (           ) to (                 ) ___Nagasaki from (           ) to (                 )
   (  ) Hostel/Dormitory type inexpensive lodging (¥3000 – ¥4000 per night)
     ___Hiroshima from (           ) to (                 ) ___Nagasaki from (           ) to (                 )
   (  ) Private family-stay ___Hiroshima/ ___Nagasaki from (           ) to (           )
     ___Hiroshima from (           ) to (                 ) ___Nagasaki from (           ) to (                 )
   (  ) I have arranged my own accommodation   (  ) Other _______________________________

4. Request for transportation arrangements inside Japan (Please check.)
   (  ) From Hiroshima to Nagasaki on Aug. 7
   (  ) Other _________________________________________________________________

5. Planned Arrival/Departure
   Arrival Date:______________  Airport:______________ Flight No.:______________ Time:_____
   Departure Date:______________  Airport:______________ Flight No.:______________ Time:_____

6. Other requests to the Secretariat, if any:

Please send this form to: Organizing Committee, World Conference against A & H Bombs
2-4-4 Yushima, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-8464 JAPAN.
Phone: 81-3-5842-6034  Fax: 81-3-5842-6033  E-mail: intl@antiatom.org